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Employment Bureau To
Conduct Placement
Program Next Week
Featuring tours through local
industries, of
importance, the
California State Employment Bu
reau next week, May 15-19, will
hold a Youth Placement Pro
gram for high school seniors and
junior college students, particu
larly sophomores.
Under the direction of Dr. Law
rence Berger of the Employment
Bureau, a whole week of tours
will be conducted for students in
need of vocational guidance. Any
Stockton Junior College student
wishing to join the tour may
make arrangements with Mr. Rob
ert Fenix.
It may be possible to excuse
some students from the classes
they will miss.
Permission to
miss a class for one of these
tours is to be secured from the
instructor concerned, and either
the Dean of Women or the Dean
of Men.
There will be no blanket per
missions given, however.
Each
case of absence from class will
be given individual consideration.
The time schedule of the tours
is as follows:
Monday — Fibreboard, 10:00 a.
m.; Hotel Stockton, 2:00 p. m.
Tuesday—City Hall, 10:00 a. m.;
Stockton Record, 2:00 p. m.
Wednesday — Port Stockton,
11:00 a. m.; California Western
Insurance, 2:00 p.1 m.
Thursday—Stockton Dry Goods,
10:00 a. m.; Kress, 2:00 p. m.
Friday—Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph, 10:00 a. m.; S. R. A.
office, 2:00 p. m.

A.W.S. Hears
Coast Region
Delegate
Assembly Includes
Speech, Installation
Of New Officers
Guest speaker of the College of
the Pacific Associated Women Stu
dents meeting yesterday in the
Auditorium was Miss Mildred
Hickock, regional representative of
the Western Collegiate A. W. S.
Miss Hickock, a graduate of the
University of California, was elect
ed representative at the Pacific
Coast Women's Meeting held in
Washington in 1938. Her subject
concerned the A. W. S. functions
on the campus and in the regional
and national set-ups.
OFFICERS INSTALLED
Following Miss Hickock's ad
dress, an installation of the new
Pacific A. W. S. cabinet took place
headed by Betty Rae Stone, out
going president.
Officers installed in the new cabi
net included Virginia Chapman,
Epsilon Lambda Sigma, president;
Doris Bishopberger, vice-president;
Bonnie Smith, Alpha Theta Tau,
corresponding secretary; Jean
Strong, Alpha Theta Tau, record
ing secretary; Jean Morgan, Epsi
lon Lambda Sigma, treasurer; Jean
Goodwin, Women's Athletic Asso
ciation president; Janice Morrill,
Mu Zeta Rho, publicity chairman;
Mae Weigart, Cub House manager.
Outgoing members of the cabinet
were required to state their duties
and exchange places with the new
members as a symbol of office.
LUNCHEON HELD
Honoring Miss Hickock, a lunch
eon was held at the dining hall at
12:35 under the auspices of the in
coming and outgoing cabinets.
Dean Opal Berg was among the
guests at the luncheon. Several
phases of the National and Re
gional set-up were explained to
cabinet members.
According to Miss Hickock, there
are four regions represented in the
national set-up. These regions in
clude colleges west of the Rockies,
colleges and universities east of
the Rockies, Eastern territory, and
Southern areas.
Next meeting of the Regional
Associated Women Students will
take place April, 1940, in Eugene,
Ore.

House Today

No. 30

Junior College Has
Open House Today
Eight-Hour Program Of Exhibits To Be
Held For Visitors On Local Campus
Stockton Junior College will hold Open House this
afternoon from two o'clock on for the parents of stu
dents and high-school graduates to demonstrate curricular and extra-curricular activities. The program is
under the chairmanship of Dr. Arthur T. Bawden, who
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Pulich, Farley
Take Speech
Trophies
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Next Month
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Library Contest

Farley, Atkinson
Represent Pacific
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S.C.A. Cabinets
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B. G. Peck To Give
"Electra" Reading
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Industrial Class
Visits Local Port
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In Huge Display
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C.O. P. Alumna
Voted Into
Honor Society

"Biology By Sea"
To Be Offered
This Summer

New Magazine
Goes To Press

Senior College Art
To Be Shown In
Outdoor Exhibit
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A MERITORIOUS PLAN

•

•

•

•

•

SEE HOW WE'VE GROWN?

for handling the J. C. student body card situation,
short of returning to the compulsory system, has
been advanced by Ernie Atkinson and Bdl Biddick.
It calls for a ruling by the Board of Education to
the effect that no registration may be completed
without the purchase of a student body card or the
satisfactory presentation of reasons to a special com
mittee why the student cannot pay the PSA fee. In
this way, the person who has a legitimate reason
will not'be forced to join the student body, but the
"slacker" who is trying to get as much as he can
for nothing is caught.
The other salient point of the counter-proposal
is the reduction of the fee to $7.50, putting the card
within financial scope of almost everyone.
The Stockton board cannot help but give serious
consideration to this proposal during the next month.

PLAUDITS OF THE WEEK

—By BASTIAN
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By GALEN "STUB" HARVEY

APPRECIATION
Before reviewing any of yester
day's highlights, your radio editor
and RADIO DAY committee wish
to express their sincere appreci
By TWINCHELL
ation for the splendid way in
which you, the student body and
Not much after Brother Leo, es faculty, co-operated in making Pa
pecially when I can't put In the cific's first annual RADIO DAY
gestures, but there's no harm in such a complete and gratifying
trying. So, with apologies to Bill
success.
S., we're giving you the College
Whirl impression of Jacques: speech THANKS TO YOU AND YOU
Ira Blue, Ruth Sprague, Bob
In As You Like It. . . .
Ackerley, Verna Osborne, Will Au
All this school's a stage,
brey and Mr. Bertrandlas of NBC,
And all the men and women
San Francisco: Your appearance
merely players:
here at Pacific was the incentive
They have their exits and their
for that big noise when you ap
entrances;
peared on the college auditorium
And one student in his time plays
stage. We hope we didn't deafen
many parts,
you.
His acts being four stages: At
College Floral Shop, 2115 Pacific
first the Freshman,
Avenue, Stockton: Thank you for
Mewling in his sweetheart's
the beautiful corsages and button
arms,
hole flowers which you gave our
Avowing four years of fidelity
visiting guests. Your donation is
Before the day when he comes
sincerely appreciated.
back triumphant.
Art Farey, Cora Lynch, Betty
Wearing his black-tosseled dink
Dixon,
Dot Stegall and her five
And shining morning fasce,
Co-ed Greeters, Bill Becker, the
creeping like snail
Stockton newspapers, and any
Unwillingly to his eight o'clock.
others not known at this writing,
And then the sophomore,
THANK YOU, THANK YOU,
Full of strange oaths and beard
AND I DO MEAN YOU!
ed like the pard,
Next week's column will contain
Jealous in honour, sudden and
BITS ABOUT 'EM
,
some of the comments, echoes and
nlOD, MAMA.
quick in quarrel, and hazing
Benny Goodman has finally 16 tbe big attraction In
reverberations heard concerning
of freshman,
!
certain freshyesterday's RADIO DAY. It is lowed the rest of the top swtn
"There with bells" at every
0 '°' p
bands
by
adding
a
third
trombori*"'
orm? . . . Who's
too
early
to
tell
you
what
people
;! in
school dance,
said about it. (In case any of to his brass section. Shaw, bot ' hi headache with the
Wearing jeans in the dining
a
of
the
Dorseys,
Basle,
Krupa,
aif
piddick" . . • Our
our guests get a look-see at this
hall on Sunday,
many
others
have
had
three
fd®
'
. of 'the week
column—we'd like to hear from
f
Always the man-about-the-camsome time. The added depth will
but 8econd
you.)
pus,
a great help to the Goodman creV'c" sP
r, ,f
incidentally, Benny took
»f the week is Trevor GrlfSeeking the bubble, Reputation. KYSER SAYS THANKS, TOO!
This week's mail brought an
And then the Junior,
Krupa's first trombonist t o fill ovii Effie C a e i w o o . . .
other interesting letter from our his section. Dog eat dog Is what IjLittle Fishes
is s
"
In fair round belly with good
favorite radio band maestro, KAY calls it.
allowed and gargled by the
capon lined,
KYSER. So that my aspersionWith eyes severe and beard of
Jimmy Lunceford's fine band t Laddies,
casting comedian-friend TWINCH
formal cut,
about to go on a European tou^IR
ELL might read for himself, I
Full of wise cracks and collegi
He has engagements in Hollan
herewith print the letter received. Belgium, France, and numeroi echoes from the Track
ate philosophy,
Dear Harvey: I have just seen other countries planned. The on Jim Porter all the way
Playing the part of he who
the final tabulation for the Na catch in the deal Is the possibili ( r o m P i e d m o n t ; a n d w h y
knows,
By GLADYS HUGHES
tional College Poll conducted by of war, in which case everythitf™ trip> Jim? • • • Zebal's
Intimately greeting his profs
the "BILLBOARD" (April 15 and is cancelled.
f>t landing at the mornAnd
stealing
away
the
college
SEASON'S LAUGH HIT
22 issues)) and I want to thank
Harvard Is setting the pace ffjouts. • . . Mrs. Stagg
belles
Every once in a while I come
you and your student body for
upon a book that makes a deep Who sigh like furnace when he the possible assistance you gave other colleges in regard to swii-S an ice-cream sandwich,
by announcing that $250 annual:? the track scores, and
looks
their
way,
impression on me, It is usually
toward determining our position will be set aside to build up a c«S at the Head Field Judge,
a book that is so human and so He is sage of the campus. Last in the poll.
lection of the best swing recorc il Becker and Rachel Marscene of all,
funny I have to read it to some
We couldn't find out whether or Benny Goodman gave the Harva: naming encouragement to
That
ends
this
strange
eventful
one. Last year I found that mas
not your particular college select collection a marvelous send-off |f the boomers. . . . Oscar
history,
terpiece of the year in THE EDU
ed us in the voting as the editor
CATION OF HYMAN KAPLAN Is second childishness and mere of the "BILLBOARD" wouldn't donating to It his Invaluable cd seeing visions of Lucille
lection of something over 100 swiito instead of the relays
oblivion,
the
Senior,
by Leonard Rossen. This year it
give us the information. If you platters.
|i.
is MY SISTER EILEEN by Ruth Sans the career he had planned, did, I want to thank you. If you
Goodman also announced
Sans the girl he left behind and
McKenney.
didn't, we hope we can change publication of his book, "The K1
the one he met in college,
Even Hyman cannot top the in
your opinion sometime. (Dear Kay: dom Of Swing." This should be
corrigible Irish sisters who experi Sans the part he used to play,
We voted your band the best on best seller In any league becai
ence the adventures which form Sans fraternity brothers, books,
the radio In that poll and again Goodman's life is probably the mo
money
the nuclei of the sketches in this
this year in our own Radio Poll. interesting of any jazz musician
book. They must have had the Sans everything.
That makes it two up from Pa the game today.
most fertile minds in the world RABBLE FOR TODAY
Tommy Dorsey is thinking
cific in one year.)
Every page reveals little Eileen
In any event, it is certainly forming his own music publish!;
Speaking
of
the
freshman,
my
and little Ruth in some new laughgratifying to know that the ma company. Goodman has had jtl
340 Bast Main
provoking situation.
In every nomination for freshman of the
jority of the college students, idea up his Bleeve for some tin
sketch Eileen manages to do year is Roxanne Hafele who should
whom, in my opinion, are the real also. It will really be something
something new and startling; such pose for the Saturday Evening
connoisseurs of dance music, sing see these two maestros In compel
TUN
Post
for
covers
or
something
.
as the time she buried her doll
tion in the publishing racket i
on Good Friday with full expec well, those exchange meetings ers and radio entertainment, like well as the dansapatlon game, j
tations of having him arise the brought out quite a few things to us. It inspires us to try and
What we want to know is wl
following Easter-Sunday morning. my mind . . . one, that young peo make our programs better and the S. F. World's Fair doesn't ha
our
appearances
at
college
proms
ple are plenty capable of thinking
CRITIC'S DOWNFALL
a couple of ace swing bands to g
Many of the critics insist that for themselves ... a lor more than and dances as entertaining and them in the groove. Goodmai
enjoyable
as
we
possibly
can.
some
of
those
around
here
who
the sketch called CHICKIE HAS
band is a fine musical organia
A BABY is the most hilarious of make up rules as to the conduct (Take notice, '40 Mardi Gras Or tion, but there Isn't a single to
them all; another, equally large of young men and women on the chestra Committee.)
Please express my appreciation notch band at the Exposition f
group insists that the one called campus if one is to judge by the
to
your student body. With best dancing purposes.
BEWARE THE BRAZILIAN fact that an overwhelming ma
NAVY (in which Eileen and Ruth jority of college upperclassmen personal wishes, I am, sincerely
or be looking for some real rad
experience difficulties while enter think one way and those dictating yours,
talent. Pacific has plenty. Y
(Signed) KAY KYSER.
taining the Brazilian navy dur the rules think exactly the oppo
We hope to see you in San should have been at our RADj
ing a heat-wave in New York) site . . . also that it Is refreshing
to see students get up and say Francisco soon, Maestro Kyser, at DAY assembly yesterday. Norn
is the funniest.
Bentley, premiere soprano, Her
For myself, I can't quite decide exactly what they think without the Golden Gate Theatre and at
"In the Groove" Sapiro, ace pia
I am equally amused by these trying to reproduce the sentiment the Bal Tabarin, two of our fa
1st, and Connie Moore, popul
vorite hangouts.
sketches and by the ones on the of a teacher to earn themselves
vocalist, brought down the hou
RADIO
SCOUTS,
ATTENTION!
girls' activities at Camp Hi-Wah grade or a credential. . . . By the
By any chance should you need Don't say we didn't tell you!
For Girls. Their efforts ,.in the time next year rolls around there
bird-walkers' club, found in the should really be some hot discus
sketch called A LOUD SNEER sions on the fire . . . might be
F O R O U R F E A T H E R E D profitable for those who still re
FRIENDS, made me weep for gard college people as incapable
Published every Friday during the College year by the Paci
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
sheer joy. Also, embryonic life- of governing themselves. . .
savers will love Ruth's account of
Which somehow or other sug at the Postofflce. Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 18
her activities in a life-saving class gests the Week Ends coming up Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage P*®v e
in the same camp. Being in the . . . although governed or un tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
process of becoming a life-saver governed, a House week-end is
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.60 A YEAR
myself, I deeply appreciated this HOUSE WEEK-END. . . . Now
one. In fact, I appreciated it so the white coats begin to be passed
1938
Member
much I rolled offf the chesterfield around . . . and corsages are
Associated
Gollefiiate PresJ
on which I was ensconced read formulated . . . "with a dash of
ing the masterpiece and continued bavardia" or "tossing ii a cou
to roll about the floor howling ple of talismans" . . . and people
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
with glee for quite some time get down to where they have to
RICHARD EATO I
(Ed. Note: Why, Miss Hughes!)
decide who is their best girl and BILL BECKER
Manager
We insist—untill you've read such things . . . cafe society has
Editor
Phone 9-9121 or 2-9
this book you are not a fully its own week-ends . . . none too Phone 9-9121 or 3-2231
educated person. But,—don't read formal. , . . Stan Vaughan always
Y\
it if you can't stand much excite pops up with a surprise . .
STAFF
ment.
The McKenney sisters else someone pops up and sur
NEWS: Editor—Gregg Jfmier.
Phifer. ftf-cail
.NEWS:
Be
spare no man.
prises him. . . . Herm Sapiro be
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Janet McGinnis, Do
Tallyho until next week—by comes the man of the hour ,
Brockelhurst, Margaret Mclntyre, Vivienne Minery.
MacDonj
which time we hope to have re or is he always . . . and at last
Reporters: Bonnie Smith, Charlotte Peterson Kathryn MacDons
covered sufficiently from the ef I can write things in the paper Clio Abercrombie, Gail Scbeere, Jack Hidy, Gladys
^
^ac
fects of MY SISTER EILEEN to
about Fritz and Inez if I want Lou Childs, Betty Lou Parker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman Lar
give you some really serious fare
. . . and the track men can Janet Porter, Betty Klrkpatrick, Rosalee Trevorrow.

WHIRL

. . . .

go to Director of Athletics Bob Breeden, Coach Earl
Jackson and all their cohorts who made the Far
Western Conference track meet such an outstanding
success last Saturday. Not only were the events run
off efficiently with a minimum of delay, but the spec
tators were given complete, accurate service via scorecards and public address system. The large group
of officials and workers did their jobs well and the
conduct of the meet was top-notch in every respect.
In such an atmosphere the competition could
hardly be other than interesting and a bow must be
made to the athletes of five schools who put on a
spectacular, heart-stopping show. Justifiably, a deep
bow goes to the Jackson Tigers who in their second
season of competition made a splendid showing. 1 lie
Bengal track and fielders deserve a world of credit
for their last Saturday's performances, which augur
much for the future. There can be little doubt, in
light of the 1939 conference meet, that Pacific is on
its way to a place among the track elite of the West
Coast once again.

• M) CREAM:
faking time
paci^t!,-v to watch
At last, there's some real rey the belrsals. - • What
dope on Artie Shaw's illness thinr*®1* t the laUgh or
to
nan V\o /llo'kn/l „..i 4
« ..
"OlvPrfl US
can be dished out for public colt ^pudY RlverabuUtS then
sumption. Shaw is well on the wa ' ' jn a daZ6Jt the Arcto recovery at the present tin/ pa*,n' ' J ' smith and
but there's no getting away froC-jc: ^fT'rtha Gui«°rd
the fact that our number one swin]|Lntiey>
jnt
and of
band leader had a realiy clo/rge
"... Sally
brush with the thin guy who pacY, e d aB
nd Pat Dunthe scythe. A reliable source givi' e jCetrnan
gd at the
the information that, at one tim' be guestS °r .mel
Artie's chances were about one K-teaU in
hear about Janefifty.
:<*a
S
All during Shaw's illnesB, h! f'
. The Pease s ca|>
band has been playing a whale / 'becoming one <>f
a job at the Palomar. In fa</' <, k-ending "SP°' •
pacific's
of
they've been uuiuijj
doing so well
thi*'
„e one
wen
tnr 1 g-0
o11"
- (pnds
there are numerous rumors goinsa^dSl' surprised
J J(ujt
about to the effect that they'll 'his quiet we ^
^
San Diego to Adcle
on without Artie even after
gets well. Don't count on It, thougF ] gjrl.
because that Shaw really plays ill,ca
. .. s
mess of clarinet, and his present ijiD ®F1'A
" ,
and
with the band is a definite drawin' t>order t0 '°" ' '
Rose tearing
card.
f g^t) • • *
And while we're on the subject" the rain sans shoes
it wasn't very many years ag
. . Just why cou
that Shaw was hanging arouni' . ,de car? • • - Also "
Los Angeles looking for work, am p0ug Nelson very gal
being extremely unsuccessful ^1 „:n£r the umbrella . . .
finding aforesaid. Not until he welt#'*'jtb in Pob's
Bob's leather
back East did he rise to his preser ' ^ Mary Ranney with
high position In the swing worlL J coiffure.
&
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J. C. OPEN HOUSE
today will give the townspeople of Stockton an op
portunity to see what has been done by the Stock
ton Junior College in the past few years. Great
strides have been taken by the J. C. since its forma
tion in the fall of 1935 and today its personnel and
equipment stand ready to demonstrate the local
progress of free education up to a senior college
level. Uded by the favorable environment of an
established C. O. P., the Stockton Junior College has
perhaps advanced further in the last three and a
half years than the average J. C. does in seven years.
Jaysee students should pride themselves on being
enrolled in a school that offers so many unique ad
vantages, urge their parents and friends to attend
today's Open House.
«

ALL TOO FEW

By GAIL SCHEERE

of the students of the College of the Pacific and the
Stockton Junior College attended either the Student
Christian Association election of officers held last
Monday night or the installation service in the
chapel the following morning.
Perhaps many of these non-participants know
little or nothing about the work the S. C. A. is doing,
a task which affects all parts of campus life, a task
that is necessary to the continued existence and pros
perity of the college. In this day of the state-sup
ported collegiate institution, private institutions,
whether affiliated with any church or not, are find
ing rough sledding. The small college of the type
of the College of* the Pacific has to have something
a little bit different in order to live and grow.
That certain something which distinguishes the
College from rival institutions in Fresno, San Jose,
and other California institutions is contributed in
large measure by the church background out of
which the College originated in 1851. The S. C. A.
performs its greatest service in perpetuating and
vitalizing that spirit in year-in, year-out Christian
activity on the campus.
So it's congratulations and best wishes—as well
as a necessary yet satisfying task to President Alice
Hall and her colleagues, Grant Colliver, Effie Calderwood and Jay Loveless. Here's to success!

RADIO DAY HAS COME
and gone, and judging from the response at yester
day's Assembly it was a bona fide success. Considering the short time in which arrangements for the
day and the program were made, the entire schedule
went off very smoothly and the results certainly jus.tified the efforts put forth by the Radio Day com
mittee.
"Stub" Harvey, in bringing guest stars for a spe
cial program, has initiated something that should
become a tradition at Pacific—an annual event at
tracting top-notch entertainers to the campus. The
idea is basically sound and from the standpoint of
promotion it is highly desirable for Pacific, the visit
ing artists, and whatever concern they may repre
sent. We're looking forward to bigger and better
Radio Days!
SAN JOSE STATE MUST BE
kind of clean. They use 1000 gal
lons of soap there a year. In addi
tion, over 90 gallons of soft soap
are used to clean sidewalls, walks,
and what have you. Did we hear
someone say they were soft-soaping
us? Well, don't. We've lost enough
feeders already.

BACKSTAGE

YE OLD RIVAL, SAN JOSE,
had a good turnout for spring
practice with 85 before De Groot
and his adviser, Warner. This
looks like a big year for the
Spartans with a lot of interest
being awakened by the signing of
"Cop." Maybe we can mow 'em
down, huh?

MESDAMES
ET MESSIEURS
Allow us now to launch into a
dissertation upon the real, hones'to-goodness BACKSTAGE. You,
the audience, attend a performance
in any of our three theatres, and
witness the combined efforts of a
Director, cast, and crew—a group
of individuals who all work to
ward the common goal of produc
ing a drama with the greatest
degree of perfection possible. But
of this group, you, the audience,
see only one part of the highly
organized mechanism. To be sure
the cast is important, but those
hidden away behind the sets make
up just as important a unit as
the glamorized boys and gals who
sally forth to demonstrate the
technique and emotion of ACTING.

let him take a prop job. Of all
the things that will subconsciously
teach one the power of mental co
ordination and methodization, this
is it! However, when on has, for
a three night run, had every in
finitesimal personal and set prop
erty specifically in place—there's
a swell feeling of having attained
a personal accomplishment as well
as having contributed to the suc
cess of the play. What a weird
sensation assails the ambitious
Thespian who suddenly finds miss
ing an object that gives meaning
to his whole scene!
THIS IS THE ELECTRICIAN
WHO LIGHTED THE SET
THAT—
Many a scene would go to
smash and many a set would go
unappreciated without the splen
did work of the electrician who,
under the direction of John Crabbe, sets many a mood for both
actor and spectator. This is one
of the most subtle of effects that
goes to make for a finished pro
duction. Number one man along
this line is Joe Downey, and next
comes Doug Cossitt.

THIS IS THE STAGE MANAGER
WHO SAW THINGS DONE
RIGHT ON THE SET THAT—
Dale Rose heads this list as he
is our one and only, and right
here we put on our primmest smile
and give him a slap on the back
that we hope bowls him over. Dale
has just the right personality to
direct the movements of his "sub
ordinates" without seeming to
wave the whip of Legree.
THIS IS THE COSTUMER WHO
DRESSED THE ACTOR WHO
USED THE SET—
THIS IS THE SET THAT
Personally, we are very proud
MARC DESIGNED
of our wardrobe managers or what
Pacific little realizes its good
ever one calls them. The cos
fortune in having De Marcus
tumes for the past two seasons
Brown as a member of the facul
have really added to the final
ty. Not only is his direction ex
shine of polished productions. And
cellent, but his talent in designing
wardrobe is no small item, in fact,
sets and his awareness of the im
only those who are strong of heart
portance of a suitable background
should attempt it. Tops in this
for a production make him all
field are Gene Minson for design
the more admired. One of Marc's
ing, Charlotte Meeske and Peggy
sets is a study in color, mood, and
Bigham for execution.
harmony for any student of art.
THIS IS THE LIBRARIAN WHO
THIS IS THE CLASS THAT
PROMPTED THE ACTOR WHO
BUILT THE SET THAT MARC
USED THE SET—
DESIGNED
Every play has a librarian—the
When Marc gets his idea and
one who sits off-stage and prompts
puts it down for execution, it is
when the actor isn't yet quite sure
the stagecraft classes who put it
of his lines. Altho this member
into being. This course is one of
of the crew doesn't work during
the few coming at four and end
performances, his or her work
ing at six that meets with any
speeds a play in its stages of
enthusiasm. We speak "rom per
smoothing and polishing.
Miss
sonal and overheard opinion.
Patty Pierce often sits in on this
THIS IS THE CREW THAT
job, and a welcome helper.
CHANGED THE SETS THAT
THIS IS THE SOUND MAN WHO
MARC DESIGNED
HELPED THE ACTOR ON THE
Scene changers, you are saluted. SET THAT MARC DESIGNED
No one can know the mental an
Here is a job closely resembling
guish of a timed set change till
he has witnessed or taken part in that of props in that it demands
hair-splitting efficiency—only here
one. It's no snap assignment lug
it
is time that counts and not
ging around an awkward "flat"
or turning in a stage brace with material objects. 1% cue in with
little or no assistance. But we a doorbell, radio broadcast, or a
have a crew that goes right to roaring crowd at the psychological
town on these little numbers. moment makes use of one's most
highly developed powers of sensi
Those whoy usually make up the
crew are some times members of tivity. High honors in this field
go to 'Lois Wheeler, Max Gobel
the stagecraft classes and some
and Bill Hunefeld for their work
who are frequently taking part out
this year.
front and who can't stay away
AND SO—
from the theatre.
There's the REAL BACKSTAGE!
THIS IS THE PROP MAN WHO
—i
o
FURNISHED THE SET THAT—
The University of Texas student
If anyone with a slightly disor employment bureau has a tight
ganized mind wants to have a rope walker available for engage
pleasant interlude of insanity
ment.

WHEN YOU

wo>

THE PACIFIC WEEKLY

DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O'
THE WEEK

finally break training. . . . and
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
_
f Bal,
so with a white coat, gome twenty
Reporters: Jean Miller, Janice Morrill, Frances Hu ,
bucks, a step-ladder and pass key, Barbara Caswell, Pat Carson, Barbara Gammons.
swimming trunks and a tennis
racquet, we're off for the Formal
SPORTS: Editor—Jack Price.
and Informal Weekends.
Associate Editor: Alex Donsker.
„
*
Reporters: Duane Evans, Harry Du Praw, Francis Heiima , j,
o
Brennan.

The American people are divided
into two classes: Those who would
like to check government spending
and those who would like to spend
government checks.
M. R. E.

FEATURES: Editor—Dot Stegall.
.
ra
Associates: Buford Bush, Ray Grosse, Gladys Hugn , >
Junior College students, call for
Harvey, Ralph Trembley, Bonnie Smith, Henry Hobson, George
your cinches ! ! !
fuss, Herman Sapiro, Gail Scheere.
There are many
unclaimed
cinches waiting for the unsuspect
ART: Editor—Bob Bastian.
ing in the Personal Office. Come in
Associate—Dave Matthews.
and see if YOU have one.
Staff Photographer—Dick RiddelL
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BETTY DIXON, Editor

AND CREAM

Tau Kappa Honors
Housemother At
Garden Tea
formals, added even more color
to the garden.
Guests were greeted at the gar
den entrance by Miss Aline Durst
and presented to the members of
the receiving line, which consisted
of Barbara Gammons, house presi
dent; Miss Deering, housemother
and guest of honor, Lois Mae Ven
tre and Mrs. Lawrence> Ventre.
Holly Hall was general chairman
of the tea. Assisting her were the
following: Olga Kalmin, Edith
Claire Hixon, Rae Hungerford and
Lois LaSalle, decorations; Alice
Hall, Lucille Wilson, Patty Mason
and Jean Strong, service; Melba
Jean Loyd, Betty Barron, Rose
Marie Douglas and Norma James,
refreshments.

CHAPEL WILL
BE MEMORIAL
The S. C. A. chapel program
next week is to be a memorial
service in memory of Pacific stu
dents who have died in the last
year.
The speaking portion of the serv
ice is to be announced later, but
the musical part will include a
cello solo by Bruce Tomlinson and
a vocal solo by Professor Henry
Welton.

Berg Home Will
Be Setting For
Senior Tea
Honoring all graduating senior
girls, a tea will be sponsored by the
junior women students at the home
of Dean Opal Berg, 120 Knoles
Way, Thursday, May 18, from 3
to 8 p. m.
Chairmen of the even will be as
follows: Virginia Chapman, general
chairman; Bonnie Smith, invita
tions; Jean Morgan, arrangements;
Doris' Bishopberger, refreshments.
All senior women have been in
vited to attend the function as one
of the closing A. W. S. affairs of
the season.

Music Sorority
To Perform At
Exposition
Mu Eta chapter of Mu Phi Ep
silon, national music honor so
ciety, has been given the signal
honor of performing twice month
ly for the duration of the Exposi
tion at Treasure Island.
Mu Eta chapter will give its
series of recitals in conjunction
with Phi Mu chapter of San Jose
State College. The first program
will be presented heard tomorrow
afternoon from two-thirty until
four o'clock in the California
Building.
Invitation has also been given
to the chapter to perform at ,the
New York's World Fair.
Members taking part in tomor
row's program- will be Kathreen
Reime Anderson, pianist; Frances
Bowerman, soprano, accompanied
by Mrs. Anderson; and an en
semble of Miriam Burton, pianist,
and Margaret Castro, violinist.
Virginia Brown is president of
the local chapter.

Mrs. Jonte Hurt
Mrs. J. H. Jonte, wife of Dr.
Jonte, suffered injuries sustained
while operating a clothes wringer
on Wednesday, May 10. Mrs. Jonte
was rushed to the emergency hos
pital, and she is now recovering.

Last Saturday evening the mem
bers of the Pacific Cooperative
House, the alumni, and guests, en
joyed a Rose Formal at the Pythian
Castle, to be established as an an
nual affair for the Co-op.
The hall was decorated with hun
dreds of roses twined through ar
bors placed about the room. Lawn
benches and chairs furnished rest
ing places for the dancers.
Don Wickersham and his orches
tra furnished the music for the
dance. The arrangements were in
charge of the social committee un
der Charlotte Smith, Fred Boyes
and Mick Parsons.
Patrons and patronesses for the
evening were Mr. and Mrs. Mc
Girk, Dr. and Mrs. Allan Waldo
and Dr. and Mrs. John Arnold.

Spring Formal
To Carry Out
Garden Theme
Jimmie Ross' orchestra will fur
nish the music for the spring for
mal of Women's Hall to be given
Friday evening, May 19, in the
Florentine room of the Clark Ho
tel.
Roses entwining on arbors will
recall the atmosphere of an oldfashioned garden, which is to be
the decoration theme.
Patrons and patronesses invited
to attend are Miss Opal Berg, Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Richardson, Mr.
and Mrs. William Hobin and Mrs.
Anna Grant.
Florence Malik,
president of Women's Hall, is gen
eral chairman of the dance.
Unaffiliated students who desire
to attend the dance may purchase
bids up until May 19.

Shower Honors
Miss Douglas
Miss Betty Anne Smith enter
tained a group of Tau Kappa
Kappa sisters and Stockton friends
at luncheon at her home on West
Willow Saturday afternoon. The
occasion was a surprise shower for
Miss Elizabeth Douglas, who has
announced that she will be an early
June bride. The shower gifts com
pleted the honoree's turquoise and
yellow pottery set.

Members of Alpha Theta Tau
are making plans for their an
nual Spring Formal to be held at
the Rio del Mar Country Club
near Aptos, on May 27.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Bodley
and Mr. and Mrs. Horace I.
Brown have accepted invitations
to be the guests of the sorority.
Betty Flickinger, as first direc
tress of the sorority, is general
chairman of the affair. She is
assisted by Virginia Weston and
Sarah Cameron.
Members and their guests who
have already made arrangements
to attend the formal affair include
Virginia Weston, Bob Biewett, June
Lane, Gordie White, Muriel Logerwell, Paul Rippon, Artelle Bax
ter, Erwin Farley, Bea McCarl,
Les Knoles, Roberta Ball, Roy
Berry, Sarah Cameron, Bud Doyle,
Virginia Nelson, Bob McCarthy,
Betty Barry, Ernie Atkinson, Fran
ces Branstad, Dan Provinell, Marit
Branstad, Bill Brock, Laura Fran
ces Blossom, Karl Rigor, Mary
Rice, Johnny Singleton, Audrey
Grady, Dick Patriquin, Roxene
Hafele, Lew Morrill, Ann Blundell, and Vincent Peck.

Three Musical
Groups Join
In Meet
Pooling their interests for a
final meeting of the term, three
College of Pacific musical organi
zations, Phi Mu Alpha, Mu Phi Ep
silon and the San Joaquin County
Branch of the California Com
posers' and Writers' Society will
hold a joint program and social
meeting in the Conservatory on
Thursday evening, May 25, at
8:15 p. m.
The program portion of the meet
ing is being arranged by Ruth
Johnson of Mu Phi Epsilon, A1
Liedstrand of Phi Mu Alpha and
Galen "Stub" Harvey of the Com
posers' and Writers' group. Each
group will be responsible for twenty
minutes of musical or literary num
bers, performances being given by
members of the three groups.
After the musical program, re
freshments will be served in the
conservatory, and Manlio Silva of
the Stockton Symphony Orchestra
has been invited to give an in
formal talk on his musical ex
periences here and abroad.
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Breakfast Dance
Is Featured By
Epsilon Members

Archites To Go
To Del Monte
This Week-end
Alpha Kappa Phi will hold its
informal week-end tomorrow and
Sunday, May 13 and 14. The in
formal week-end, another event
celebrating Archania's eighty-fifth
anniversary year, will be held at
Del Monte.
The program, which was planned
by Stan Vaughn and Bill Scantlebury, will consist of horseback rid
ing on Saturday morning, followed
by golf and tennis in the after
noon, swimming in the beautiful
Del Monte pool, and a dinner-dance
in the ball room.
On Sunday there will be a picnic
at Indian Village. In charge of the
picnic are George Tomasini, Karl
Rigor, and Fred Cox.
Chaperones for the week-end will
be Mr. and Mrs. Michael Garrigan
and Miss Martha Pierce and Mr.
Alden Smith.

Epsilon Lambda Sigma's annual
May Breakfast Dance was held at
the house last Saturday morning,
May 6. Spring flowers covered the
tables for breakfast at 6:00 a. m.
and dancing to Herman Sapiro's
orchestra began at 7 o'clock.
The guests were welcomed by
Mrs. Ethel Flack, housemother;
Margaret Trabert, president; and
Marguerite Etzel, vice-president.
General chairman of the dance
was Marguerite Etzel, assisted by
Virginia Chapman, Marion Bach,
Ruth Udden, Rosalee Trevorrow,
Mary Barbara Baer, Adrian Squires
and Mimi Gould.
Members, pledges and their
guests were:
Patricia Seavers, Jerry Cicinato,
Barbara Nawman, Bobby Kientz,
Margaret Trabert, Stan Vaughn,
Jean Ferguson, Dick Bentley, Beth

Shaver, Elton Martin, Merle Mor
ton, Charles Durham, Mary Bar
bara Baer, Bob Cook, Adrian
Squires, Art Irish, Alice Tilton,
Orvil Fletcher, Virginia Sack, For
rest Honald, Marion Bach, Randy
Scott, Virginia Chapman, Forrest
Darby, Lora Childs, Doug Nelson,
Marguerite Etzel, Irving Fritz, Jean
Morgan, Jack Price, Mimi Gould,
Jimmy Fox, Dorothy Sack, Sam
Smith, Betty Kirkpatrick, Jerry
Bentley, Marjorie Nichols, Roy
Cencirulo, Lucille Kowatch, Oscar
Gowing, Jean Miller, Billy Lee,
Jane Jordan, Ed Denny, Margaret
Lefever, Milton Kwate, Camille
Goff, Ken Howell, Jackie Burton,
Bob Downs, Jo Stone, Vernon Bean,
Barbara Reinle, Clem Swagerty,
Jeanne Marblestone, Roger Cross,
Jean Caubu, Glen Tanner, Lois
Bugbee, Ben Hamm.

Mrs. Blinn Heads
Alpha Kappa Phi
Mothers' Club

Mu Zeta Rho
Entertains
At Dinner

Last Saturday Archania held its
semi-annual picnic at Loma Lake.
Festivities started at five o'clock.
Baseba.1! and swimming were en
joyed by the Archites and their
guests. The lunch, which was ar
ranged by Helen Cortelyou and
Fred Cox, was the main event of
the picnic.
In the evening, fireside stories
were told by Mr. Fenix and Dean
Berg. A singfest was led by Harold
Dieckman.
Members present were: Ralph
Trembley, Dick Bentley, Stan
Vaughn, Ben Savelli, Jerry Bent
ley, Bill Johnson, A1 Woodrum,
Harold Dieckman, Elton Martin,
Karl Rigor, Bob McCarthy, A1
Hedges, Dick Eaton, Bob Bovey,
Martin Shearer, Roy Haney, Bill
Scantlebury, and George Tomasini.

EIGHT HEARD
IN RECITAL
TUESDAY

Monday's meeting of the Archa
nia Mothers and Patronesses Club
was the last of the season, with
Mrs. J. F. Blinn being installed in
the presidency by her predecessor,
Mrs. David Smith, in an informal
ceremony. Taking office with her
were Mrs. Philip C. Beaton, vicepresident; Mrs. J. F. Ziegler, sec
retary-treasurer, and Mrs. Edward
Fay, corresponding secretary.
Hostesses were Mrs. Roy Akers
and Miss Martha Pearce, assisted
by Mrs. Jeannette Rose and Mrs.
Frank Wilson. Mrs. Ziegler ar
ranged the decorations of larkspur
and sweet peas. Mrs. Marion Deets
was presented in vocal solos with
Mrs. Rose accompanying. Others
present were Mmes. F. Norton,
John J. Sippy, Carlo Leale, F. C.
Erz, Frank Moffitt, L. D. Beckwith, Birdie Learned, B. C. Wal
lace and Gladys Faye Briare.

Including eight student artists,
a fifth student recital was pre
sented in the Conservatory Tues
day evening, May 9, at 8:15 p. m.
Piano selections of "The Swan,"
by Palmgren and "Valse," by Levitski were played by Jacqueline
Parker.
Vivienne Manary, organist, played
"Suite Gothique," "Choral," "Menuet Gothique," "Priere A Notre
Dame," and "Toccata," by Boellmann.
"Romance," by Sibelius and
"Witches Dance," by MacDowell
were piano selections by Elizabeth
Meikle.
Marcella Thorp, soprano, accom
panied by Wilhelmina Harbert,
sang "Ouvre tes yeux bleus," by
Massenet, "Nightingale and the
Rose," by Saint-Saens, and "II est
doux, il est bon" by Massenet.
"Original Theme and Variations,"
by Tschaikowsky was a piano selec
tion by Beverly Miller. Maxine
Oliver played piano selections by
MacDowell, including "Sonata,"
"Largo e maestoso," and "Allegro."
Nancy Harbert, accompanied by
Wilhelmina Harbert, played violin
selections of "Serenade du Tzi
gane," "Lotus Land," by Scott
Kreisler, and "Caprice Basque," by
Sarasate.
"Etude in C sharp minor" and
"Ballad in G sharp minor," by
Chopin, piano selections by Ruth
Johnson, concluded the program.

Dinner guests of Mu Zeta Rho
sorority last Monday evening were
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Corson and
Dr. and Mrs. Glenn R. Pease of
College of the Pacific faculty.
A six o'clock barbecue was the
occasion for the out-door affair,
which used for the first time the
barbecue pit given tothe sorority
by Mr. I. W. Carson. Dinner was
served at tables on the back lawn.
Gayle Rawles was general chair
man of the affair, assisted by
Janice Morrill and Dorothy Guerin.
Howard Lewis wag chief SteakBaker.
Following the dinner, guests ad
journed to the front porch for cof
fee and informal entertainment.
Mrs. Lucy Forkner, housemother,
and Junan Bronzich, president, re
ceived the guests.
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SUMMER'S TWOSOME

CRUISE BLUES!
Born in California

Popular Everywhere

See the
npus Classic
of 1939

Blue Cruise CM QC

Jacket 1
Blue Cruise

Mrs. Boscoe Is
Hostess

(bearing her name)

Made in Any Desired Form
Flavor, or Color

Ask to see an illustrated book on
individual molds, pies, cakes, and
puddings.

Active members of Alpha Theta
Tau sorority were guests of honor
at a tea given at the Sacramento
home of Mrs. Antony Boscoe by
the Alumnae group of the soror
ity last Sunday, May 7.
Among the sorority women pres
ent at the delightful affair were
Virginia Weston, president of Al
pha Theta Tau, Lois Genochio,
Betty Barry, Frances Branstad,
Artelle Baxter, Patty Mello, Anne
Hodgkins, Carolyn Malone, Toni
Rifberg, Nicholina Ficovich, and
Marit Brandstad.

Complete
Outfit

JACKET
They're Long Sleeves . . . Six Button Front
. . . Two Patch Pockets Button-thru . . . can
be worn in or out of slacks.

SLACKS
Swim Suit Smartness is
This Summer's Essential.
Clever Dressmaker Types,
with and without skirts.
Strapless Tops, yet fitted to
add the straps when Div
ing. Cotton Lastex, Twoway Lastex, Satin Lastex.

the Wonder is
completely Air
Conditioned
Street

Floor

TRY A QUART OF OUR
BLACK RASPBERRY ICE CREAM

ecia

They're Full Drape . . . Double Reverse
Pleats . . . Self Belted . . . Dropped Belt
Loops . . . Well Tailored.
This washable Cruise Blue Combination Suit
is sanforized shrunk and color fast ... a real
Campus Classic . . . full of comfort and style
. . . EXCLUSIVE WITH US . . .

Until May 25th Only

QUALITY ICE CREAM

1928 Pacific Ave

Chas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS

524 E. Mafn St.
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Pacific Trio Goes
To Fresno Relays

TIGER SPRINT HOPE

f£dlted by JACK PKICE

-RESNO STATE NETMEN
MAKE CLEAN SWEEP IN
CONFERENCE FINALS

Jackson To Enter Bonnifield, Ford
And Ritchie Against Crack Field
Leaving the campus early tomorrow morning, Coach
Earl Jackson and company will journey to Fresno where
the genial Tiger track mentor will enter three of his ,
..
» „ r. in tli
tlii nt (inntli annual
Far Western Conference
aces
in the thirteenth
annual.
The
throe
Orange
and Black repWest Coast Belays.
-

s

• resentntives will be Phil "Flip"
Ritchie, Fred "The Red" Bonni
field and "Leaping Lew" Ford.

PORTS
PICE

Competing for the experience,
the Bengal trio will not be out to
make a high score showing, but
rather to find out how they stack
up against the cream of the nation's

By JACK PRICE

track crop.

With the Far Western Conference

BONNIFIELD IN DISCUS

finals safely tucked away In the
annuals for another year and all
the Weekly track critics coming
out of their holes to crow about
last week's predictions, all Is well

Bonnifield, winner of the con
ference discus throw last Saturday,
will enter the platter competition.
If he continues to come through
in the clutch as he did last week,
in Becker's backyard.
"Red" should offer plenty of
We don't like to say we told you trouble for the Pacific Coast "big
so (not much), but our forecast of guns."
the finals in both track and tennis FORD READY
was the closest predictions of any
Coach Jackson will send Ford
dope sheet in the conference. 'Nuff
to do battle with the country's lead
said—
ing high jumpers and pole vaulters.
Having picked up two first place
Bouquets for the week go to
ties in the above events last week,
Coach Earl Jackson and his fight Lew is in the pink of condition and
ing Tigers for their brilliant per begging for action.
If Ford hits his peak at the
formance in the conference track
carnival. Our congratulations espec Blackstone oval Saturday night, he
ially to Jackson, who fn his short may reach six feet, six inches and
year and a half stay at Pacific finish well in the money. In the
has brought the Bengals track pole vault Lew will find the going
hopes from obscurity to the road much tougher if he has to compete
of success in two seasons of coach with such stars as Warmerdam
and Varoff.
ing.
Here's luck to the Tigermen go
ing to the Fresno Relays. Ford,
Ritchie and Bonnifield will be up
against the best competition of the
Coast (which means the country).
Keep an eye on 'em!

RITCHIE MAY PLACE

Phil Ritchie will be the Bengal
entry in the 100 and 200 yard dash
events and "the Flipper" has an
outside chance to finish third be
hind Nelson of Fresno and Jeffrey
of Stanford.
Although suffering from a leg
injury last week, Ritchie managed
to take a pair of seconds behind
Nelson in the century and furlong
races and if he's right tomorrow
Intramural Softball play got
night there'll be a medal waiting
under way last Tuesday with the
for him at the finish.
Omega Phi ten defeating the Dorm,
team, 11-8, and Archania dumping PAIR OF STARS OUT
Rhizomia in a hotly contested 12-8
Jackson is unable to take Looney
affair.
and Tomasini because there will be
Highlights of the day were pro no event in which they could com
vided by heavy hitters, Gene Roach pete outside of the relay, and the
of Rhizomia and Joe Siegfried of local thinclads lack two good
Archania. Both lloach and Sieg middle distance men to complete
fried collected a home run apiece. a four-man team.

Omega, Archania
Win In Softball

Business And Professional Directory
Forty-Nine Drug Co.

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S

Main & EI Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemlte, Ph. 2-8143
Everything to be found In a
First-Class Pharmacy

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

Dr. Marshall C. Turner
DENTISTRY
2319 Paclfit Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5
Evenings by Appointment

For better business positions

HUMPHREYS

BLUE RIBBON

(Since 1896)

School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber
Stockton

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP
"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"
SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and
DINNER

2043 Pacific Avenue

CLOWES' DAIRY

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest In
Dairy Products

:Farm
West's Lane
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

Phone
6-6916;

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966

Utttgal Sports fag? Bengals Second
FWC Track Mee

fro»c
...Jnesday

11

Fresno First With 75 I-5 Points;
Jacksonmen Tally 38 Digits

Aggies Steal
FWC Swim

Dashiell Named
Grid Mentor
•or Jaysee

Local Splashers
Take Close Second

Aionzo Stagg
Receives
Award

no****

Cal Aggies Cop
Golf Tourney

All-College Net
Tourney Gets
Under Way

"East Side of Heaven"

"LADY AND THE MOB"

'Shadows Over Shanghai'

ROLLA-TORIUM
SKATING EVERY
AFTERNOON AND
EVENING
For Special Party Rates
Phone 2-9348

no's Dudley St. John and An
derson were giving the Cal Ag
gie combo of Osgood and Bridge
a 6-1, 6-0 thumping.
In the meantime, Francis Hellman and Herman Sapiro took
care of the Chico State team of
Perrine and Rawlin:. 6-2, 6-1 with
out mussing their hair. Fresno
drew a bye in the second round,
and the Bengal duo faced the
Nevada team of Goodner and
Dickson in the second round. The
local boys made good winning in
straight sets 7-5, 7-5 to enter the
finals.
ST. JOHN'S FIELD DAY
The doubles finals started fast
with the Pacific team of Hellman
and Sapiro grabbing the first set.
St. John and Anderson came
back in the second set to outlast
the Bengals 11-9 after losing the
first set 6-2. The third set also
went to the Bulldog team. By
this time "Satchel" Sapiro was
looking for a chair and Hellman
had peeled down to his briefties.
Finally, after three and one-half
hours of play the Bengals bowed
in defeat.
Sapiro and Hellman estimated
that they lost approximately fif
teen pounds between them dur
ing the match.

Bulldogs Are
Ineliqible For
Fresno Reinstated
In F. W. C. When
Fetition Okayed
According

to

latest

reports

Fresno State College has definitely
been reinstated in the Far West
ern

Conference,

although

the

Bulidcgs will not be eligible for
football competition because they
have failed to schedule other con
ference schools than Pacific.
The Fresnans will enter regu
lar play in basketball and will
meet all conference opponents
just as they have done in the
past. The Raisin City lads will
also meet loop competition in
track and field events.
The Bulldogs last fall petitioned
to leave the F. W. C. because they
reportedly refused to meet Chico
State and the Cal Aggies on the
gridiron.
They were slated to
enter a new conference with San
Jose, Santa Barbara, and San
Diego State. Fresno's new move
may mean the disbanding of the
new organization.
Fresno still has a chance of
becoming eligible for the football
championship if it schedules other
conference schools, although this
appears doubtful at this late date.

Pacific Net Team
Plays San Mateo
Racketeers

Yesterday the College of Pacific
tennis team met the San Mateo
Junior College netmen on the lo
cal courts.
Coach Bayshore of
the peninsula school presented one
of his most formidable lineups
against the Bengals.
Carl Joost played in the fea
ture match and also teamed with
Earl Alderman.
Joost recently
won the
Northern
California
Junior College singles champion
ship and teamed with Alderman
to win the doubles title.
Coach Kjeldsen used Ted Esch
wig, Francis Hellman, Russ Pug
mire, Marcello Umipeg, Herman
Sapiro and Jack McBride.
Pacific will play a return match
with San Mateo at San Mateo
on May 25 to end their '39 net
Among the colleges and uni season.
versities offering scholarships and
fellowships for the year 1939-40 are
Mills College, Stanford University,
University of California, University
of Southern California, Brown Uni
versity, Mount Holyoke College,
and the University of Hawaii.
Interested students should come
to the registrar's office, which
With Joel MeCrea and
maintains a file of fellowships and
Barbara Stanwyck
scholarships available for gradu
ate students.
—Also—

Scholarships For
Grads On File

LAUNDRY - DRY CLEANING?
CAMPUS REPS:

—R. TREMBLY
IRISH
Rhizomia—P. YOB
Men's Hall—T. TUDOR
Co-op—B. BECKER
Archania

Omega Phi—A.

National Towel & Laundry Co.

CUB HOUSE
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM

Stockton, California

A GOOD PLACE TO

Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"
r

hr-v^dnajf

Flint Hanner's Raisin City thin
clads took top honors in easy
fashion with a total of 75 1-5 points.
In second came the fast rising
Tigers with 38 points even. Trailing
in the lower brackets were Chico
State with 20% digits, Cal Aggies
with 18 1-10 and the University of
Nevada Wolves In the cellar posi
tion with a total of 13 1-5 points.
FIVE FIRSTS
Grabbing off three firsts and two
first place ties during the after
noon, the Bengals made their most
brilliant showing of the year and
established themselves as a definite
threat to Fresno's circuit suprem
acy in the future.
Displaying one of the greatest
sprinters of the present day in
Tommy Nelson, the Bulldogs gave
the local track fans a pair of classy
dash exhibitions. Nelson broke the
tape at 9.6 in the hundred yard
dash and covered the 220 yard
dash in 22.1 to cop top honors in
both events. Pacific's Ritchie took
second in both events.
HOT RACE
The hottest race of the meet
came off in the quarter mile and
featured Looney of Pacific, Wood
of Cal Aggies, Ind Salbach of
Fresno.
Boxed in until they came out of
the back turn and into the stretch,
Dan "The Fighting Irishman"
Looney made his high-powered
sprint and nosed out Wood six
inches from the tape to cross the
finish line out in front.
There was less than a yard be
tween the first three runners in
this quarter mile thriller.
TOMASINI SETS RECORD
George Tomasini came through
with his share of points by coasting
home an easy winner in the half
mile. Lloyd Keesling, Fresno middle
distance ace, gave Tomasini a tough
race until the Pacific lad put on
the pressure and left the pack in
the final two hundred yards.
Tomasini's time was 1:58.8, a new
Pacific record.
EIGHT-POINT FORD
Lew Ford stole top scoring honors
for the Jacksonites as he collected
eight points for a pair of first
place ties in the pole vault and the
high jump. "Leaping Lew" tied for
top honors in the pole vault with
Hoffman, of Fresno, at 13 feet 2%
inches for a new Pacific record
and then came back to share the
high jump honors with Alva Col
lier, of Fresno, at 6 feet 3 inches.
Reaching a new distance, Fred
Bonnifield threw the platter out
eight feet further than he had ail
season to win first place in the
discus with a .throw of 13.9 feet six
inches.
The Tiger fans were treated to
another thriller when Sears, Bull
dog hedge hopper, nosed out Stan
Hill in the 220 yard low hurdles.
Slated to take a weak third or
fourth place, Hill upset the dopesters and came home a fast second.
The time for the hurdles was 25.6.
Gregg Phifer pulled another sur
prise on critics by grabbing fourth
place in the furlong. Bill Avery
closed the Tigers' bag of tricks
with a fourth in the shot put.
LOONEY TOPS
The meet was climaxed by Dan
Looney's spectacular exhibition in
the mile relay. Taking the baton
trailing by twenty yards in third
plase, Pacific's flying Irishman
opened up with a brilliant sprint
that brought him within five yards
of the winner as they crossed the
finish line.
Dan's time for the final lap was
49.9, one-tenth of a second off the
Pacific record of 49.8, which was
made by Decatur on a one turn
track.
The meet as a whole was packed
with thrills and a well handled
affair.
SUMMARIES:
Mile—Won by Kastner (F); sec
ond, Penfleld (A); third, Kostiz
(C); fourth, Hayes (A). Time,
4:32.1.
100-yard dash—Won by Nelson
(F); second, Ritchie (P); third,
Rhoades (A); fourth, Cameron (N).
Time, 9.6 seconds.
440-yard dash—Won by Looney

THE

"Union Pacific"

In 1940 the University of Penn
sylvania will celebrate the 200th
anniversary of Its founding.

MARCH OF TIME
Mickey Mouse Comedy

THE MILKY WAY
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(P); second, Wood (A); third

bach (F); fourth, Triguero
Time, 51 seconds.

Come in for that after dance snack and
early morning breakfast.
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220-yard dash—Won by N/tjble °nly—"kept on pub'
I*); second, Ritchie (P); tt n
,ion just tl
(F);
NoW
0w » "
Rhoades (A); fourth, PhiferftbroUgb Vf 1okes ( ? ) a l
Time, 22.1.
od (?)
uld find
220-yard low hurdles — WoKi and finaY, '
Sears (F); second, Hill (P); t ° glpEL'1
Reams (C); fourth, Mahoney
CoV/PP

Surely

aP

Javelin throw—Won by SuiMaY lS .
wa
have been
(F); second, Baird (F); tU ought
summer air
Poore (F); fourth, O. Hofte on the so
jea.nle
(C). Distance, 199 feet.
.this. evf'n hgr customary
Pole vault—Tie for first bet* yet pUt
light br
her
Ford (P) and G. Hoffman #nce W' „riund obscuring
third, (A) and D. Hoffman i floating a
Height, 13 feet, 2% Inches. ^capewith some, SO
Shot put—Won by Skinner I c°fS<*'
appreciable di
second, Voneseck (C); third, ,a-makes
who don't 1
kins (N); fourth, Avery (P).k Some o
usUai ac.i
tance, 45 feet, 3% inches.
[worry abo
man's f

High jump—Tie for firstliment
when spring CO
tweent Collier (F) and Ford f' kn0 r much too slowl)
tied for third, King (N), Frle<Jtfs m0^e .
fevei
sDrinK
(N), Austin (F) and McFaijr round
pffect
(A). Height, 6 feet, 3 inches! any
tUem

Y

Discus throw-Won by
counted more
field (P); second, Sala (N);
|
Pacificite, use spring f.v«
Davis (F); fourth, Skinner,
welcome excuse with wnic
Distance, 139 feet, 6 inches.
welcome
extra swim i
Broad jump-Won by C^al,ze
ds a littie pc
lory
1
(F); second, Day (N); third, f
„
sell (P); fourth, Rhoades (A).(before
tance, 22 feet, 8% inches.
Dunking Mile relay — Won by Pike blue waves of Lake T
(Jones, Lewis, Nix, Salbach) ;|rc entertained last week-en
ond California Aggies; third, 't members of the Pacific
cific. Time, 3:26.6.
!a varsity debate squad on
0
jual S. R- D. (Society for

Dr. Farley Headj t a a t i o n o f D e b ^^ ^
by the
Fair Poetry Day ireitersnotof entertained
Lake Tahoe and b;

Dr. Fred L. Farley, dean ofrrounding snow-cappe
dn
Senior College, has been appolp instead of vice versa?
chairman of Poetry Day to be|the story of Harriet K
July 15 at the Golden Gate Exjtt-laureate of the debate s<
tlon. The appointment was
by the California Writers' Clu .s a treacherous craft w:
which Dr. Farley is a membi Ingle sail
Dr. Farley has also been pi she filled so fast 'twa
on the committee to arrange ie to bail
program for the American Cla: .Commodore Hogan aali
League which will meet in lis game
Francisco in connection with First-Mate Nichols 'twa
National Education Assoclatio iost too tame,
they hauled up the ai
week-end of July 4.
id the cheers
the cautious land-lubbers
$ the piers.
ihartcd waters lay just al
they didn't go out—they
°wn instead,
water was wet, they'd
or drowned
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tively packaged box
of fine Haas Can
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Cncent^
120-yard high hurdles—Wow C°"a go0<* joke be fot
a
6
can
ebal OJUo_
-n
Zebal
(F); second, Sears
(F)Nichols (F1 "
£me0V2F): f°Urth' K Kin^^oces
Time, 15.2.
1
a search_wh. )(BlacJt
.bird''
. .-a" B
»
Two-mile—Won by Witter
Boss A ,he WEEK
r
second, Taylor (C); third,
" Writer
"The
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Closing its 1939 spike season with a banc- ni
Earl
•1 Jackson's College of Pacific track team wl
into an easy second place behind the highly ul TWO
" i«
Can
L""
Fresno State Bulldogs in the hotly contested Far \v^ eks t»>
yestc* —
ern Conference cinder finals last Saturday afteS ^
°n gh
^
at Baxter Oval.
•
muay afterit,in<s 11 thrOuf"
H
y,

Tiger Doubles Combination Hands Bulldog
Team Close Shave In Four Set Match
Last Saturday was Fresno day
in more than one. Dean St.
John, Fresno State tennis wizard,
came from behind to defeat Pete
Peterson of Nevada in the sin
gles finals, 2-6, 2-6, 2-1, 6-1, 6-1
and retain his Far Western Con
ference singles title.
In the doubles division Dudley
St. John and Andy Anderson over
came a one set advantage held
by Francis Hellman and Herman
Sapiro, Bengal double duo, and
went on to win the Far West; ern
doubles championship 2-6,
111-9, 6-2, 6-4.
ESCHWIG DEFEATED
PHIL "FLIP" RITCHIE, Pacific's premier sprinter, The preliminary matches were
who will take his mark tomorrow against the Coast's held last Friday afternoon. Dean
St. John defeated Ted Eschwig,
classiest dashmen, including Jeffery of Stanford and Tiger entry, in easy fashion by
Nelson of Fresno, to whom he was runner-up In the scores of 6-2, 6-3. Peterson of
F. W. C. meet last week.
Nevada had little trouble with
Estes, the Chico State entrant,
winning 6-1, 6-0.
The finals held on Saturday
morning found Peterson and St.
John battling it out with the
latter winning after a gruelling
five set match.
PACIFIC REACHES FINALS
Stockton Junior College will
The initial rounds of the dou
have a new football mentor next
bles competition also began on
season, it was learned early last
Friday afternoon.
Nevada drew
week with the announcement of
a bye and was idle while Fresthe acceptance of the position by
Coach Doug Dashiell, head grid
California Aggies'
mermen coach at the University of Ne
proved to be the stronger of three vada for the last three years.
Far Western Conference teams
Dashiell will be confronted with
in an exhibition meet at the Pa the toughest seven-game schedule
cific Pool last Saturday as they in the Jaysee's history when his
garnered a total of 59 points.
lads tangle with such competition
Following close behind in sec as Modesto and Sacramento Jun
ond place came the Bengals with ior Colleges. The new coach will
Coach Amos Alonr.o Stagg's
52% points and Fresno State also take up duties as an instruc
fiftieth year on the gridiron
trailed ,glong in last place with tor of public speaking.
celebration began last night at
47% points.
the First Methodist Church in
His appointment met with the
Lacking the services of Fred hearty approval of the Tiger ath
San Francisco, when Stagg
die Van Dyke and Nate Davies, letic department and especially of
was presented with a hand
some gold football trophy by
the Kjeldsenites were unable to Coach A. A. Stagg. Ho will as
quell the power of the invading sume his new duties starting jjext
Albert S. Samuels.
Inscribed on the football
Aggies and had to be satisfied semester.
award was
the following
with a close second. If the lo
This new addition to the local
"1899-Fifty Year Span For The
cal aquatic stars had been able school's coaching staff makes it
Grand Old Man-1939."
to use their full strength, it one of the strongest on the Pa
Walter Mails acted as the
would have been a sad day for cific Coast at the present time.
master of ceremonies for the
the victorious farmer lads from
program and the entire affair
Davis. The Pacific team was
was arranged by P.ev. F. H.
represented
by
the
Stockton
Bushcr, former guard of the
Junior College squad.
Pacific Tigers and donor of
Bob Owen stole the limelight
the Red Busher Trophy.
of the meet when he emerged
Cal Aggies won the medal play
from the tank with a trio of first
place triumphs. 100, 220 and 400 golf tournament held here in con
junction with the Far Western
yard free style events.
Conference track and tennis finals
RESULTS:
300-yd. medley relay—Won by last Saturday.
The three-man team of the
Cal Aggies, (2) Fresno, (3) Pa
Davis team scored 248 against 257
cific, time 3:31.2.
220-yd.
free
stylo—Won
by for the College of Pacific and 262
Fresno State
During the past week the annual
Owen (P); 2nd, Saito (F); 3rd, for Chico State.
Simpson (P); 4th, Coats (F); time and the University of Nevada did All-College-jTennis Tournament got
not enter.
2:40.7.
under waj, with men's singles,
Louis Morse, Dave Brownell and
50-yd. free style—Won by Byrd
1 composed
doubles, women's singles, and
Andy
Chinchiolo
the
(P); 2nd, Morrison (CA); 3rd,
mixed doubles teams being entered
Large (F); 4th, Casab (F); time Bengal niblick squad.
?
o—
this year.
26.3.
The
University
of
Illinois
is
Diving — Won by Buckingham
The finals for the All-College
(CA); 2nd, Picknen (F); 3rd, building a new student union tournament will be held on May
building at a cost of $1,000,000.
DuBoise (CA); 4th, Ward (P).
24 on the Pacific courts.
100-yd. free style — Won by
The largest entry list in recent
Owen (P); 2nd, Morton (F); 3rd,
years signed up for the All-Col
Morrison
(CA);
4th,
Simpson
(P) and Large (F) tie; time 1.06.
lege singles division. Many out
150-yd. backstroke — Won by
standing netmen have entered, in
Spangler
(CA);
2nd,
Bernard
Bing Crosby
cluding Russ Pugmire, Francis
(CA); 3rd, Jim Van Dyke (P);
Banchio, Ted Eschwig, Francis
4th, Turnball (F); time 1:56.9.
Hellman, Marcello Umipeg and
200-yd. breaststroke — Won by
Joan Blondell - Mischa Auer
Stewart Browne.
Ware (CA); 2nd, Paulsen (CA);
The men's doubles division also
—COMING—
3rd, Gnekow (P); 4th, Wesso
drew a large sign-up. Outstanding
(F); time 2:47.1.
teams include Hellman and Sa
440-yd. free style — Won by
piro, defending champions; Stew
Owen (P); 2nd, Sinclair (F);
Fay Bainter - Ida Iiupino
art Browne and Francis Banchio,
§rd, Stevenson (CA); 4th, Tyler
—And—
and Ted Eschwig and Russ Pug
(CA); time 6:15.6.
mire.
400-yd. relay—Won by Fresno;
In the women's singles unusual
2nd, Pacific; and 3rd, Cal Ag
interest
was also displayed. Prob
James
Dunn
gies.
ably Madge Hepburn, defending
champion, has the inside track in
this division.
The mixed doubles division com
pletes the All-College tennis tour
21 N. Aurora St.
ney schedule.
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